PreCrime Brand

Attackers are hiding in brands
Find them

Quick Info
Foresight up to weeks in advance
Alerts on threats that matter
Extend coverage with unseen
threats
0.5% False Positive
Lightning takedowns

Protect your brand & customers
Identify malicious use of your brand before any victim
is made. Our countermeasures will inhibit and arrest
malicious activity, saving your brand reputation and
protecting its value.

Fully Managed

Fastest identification of brand attacks,
be the first to know, and the first to act.
It is so easy to register a malformed domain to
target your customers. PreCrime technology give
you speed of action to avoid victims.

Customers are your most valuable
asset, protect them to protect your
brand.
73% of customers hit by an attack changed or
considered changing to a competitor product/
service.

We deploy countermeasures to
limit traffic, up to full takedown.
Don't waste time collecting proof and
manually chasing registrars. Let us do the
paperwork and proactively disable malicious
actors.

Fully Managed , no integration
required - we take care end to end.
Tell us the brands and domain to keep safe and how
do you want to receive alerts, and the service is up in
minutes.
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Use Case

Enhancing Customer Cybersecurity
Problem
Preventing customers getting scamed trought spoofed
versions of your online channels is impossible.
Solution
PreCrime Brand detects and alerts the existance of
brand intrusions of phishing or malware distribution.
Add PreEmpt Active Defense to securely neutralized
any attack before it even starts.

Use Case

Getting there so fast as predictive
Problem
Managing thousands of alerts in real-time across big
organizations is resource consuming.
Solution
PreCrime Brand patented technology will detect only
true malicious spoof entities faster than other
comparable solutions. Ultra low false positives and
multiple integrations makes automation it's best
friend.

Start Now

Scan your scan to find spoofs

Contact Us
contact@bfore.ai

Get Free Brand Report

“It’s like the weather
forecast for your
brand security”
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